REAR VENTILATED RAIN SCREEN SYSTEM
(DS SYSTEM)
MOISTURE BARRIER

5/8" WATER RESISTANT BOARD

SUPPORTING FRAMING

ALUMINUM COMPOSITE MATERIAL (ACM) PANEL

WEEP HOLE BAFFLE

"F-LP" (SHOP ATTACHED PERIMETER EXTRUSION)

2" WIDE x 3/4" DEEP REVEAL WITH ACCENT STRIP

1/2" TYP.

BASE FLASHING WITH MIN. 3" VERTICAL LEG

"J-LP" (CONTINUOUS STARTER "J" EXTRUSION)

#12-14 TEK FASTENER (NO MORE THAN 16" O.C.)

PLASTIC SHIM (PER JOB REQUIREMENTS)

MOISTURE BARRIER TO RUN CONTINUOUS OVER BASE FLASHING

SILL TERMINATION

SCALE: NONE

ACCU-TRAC® IS A PATENTED WALL PANEL ATTACHMENT SYSTEM AND MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED OR DUPLICATED WITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEN APPROVAL.
ACCU-TRAC® IS A PATENTED WALL PANEL ATTACHMENT SYSTEM AND MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED OR DUPLICATED WITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEN APPROVAL.
ACCU-TRAC® IS A PATENTED WALL PANEL ATTACHMENT SYSTEM AND MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED OR Duplicated WITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEN APPROVAL.
Supporting Framing

#12-14 Tek Fastener (No more than 16" O.C.)

Moisture Barrier to run continuous over flashing

5/8" Water Resistant Board

Plastic Shim (per job requirements)

Moisture Barrier

1 1/8" Typ. Min.

Aluminum Composite Material (ACM) Panel

"MM-LP" (sliding termination clip extrusion)

"F-LP" (shop attached perimeter extrusion)

1/2" Typ.

Window Flashing with min. 3" vertical leg sealed to window system

1/2" wide x 3/4" deep reveal with accent strip

Window Jamb Condition

Scale: None

Accu-Trac® is a patented wall panel attachment system and may not be reproduced or duplicated without prior written approval.